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● In the light of Egypt's vision 2030 for Digital Transformation, and improving governmental services, and within the framework of ETA 
Reform Programme, where eInvoice is one of the main projects, which is about creating a central solution that enables ETA to follow all 
trading transactions between companies B2B through the instant exchange of invoice data within digital format, as paperless approach

● Ministerial Decision No 188 for 2020 was issued to enforce corporate tax payers to the eInvoice system

● Several companies from various industries were selected as pilots in Wave 1. Wave 2 companies went live on Feb 15th, 2021. Wave 3 
companies are expected to go live in May 2021. 
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Digital SignatureItem Coding Technical Integration

In accordance with Egyptian Ministry of Finance Resolution no. 188  and Decision no 386 of the Egyptian Tax Authorities, electronic invoicing requirements have been established 
that require all companies included in scope to comply before the mentioned deadlines. The requirements are summarized below:

GS1 Coding for Products
All products sold need to have a proper GS1 code. Each 
seller needs to ensure all their items are properly coded 15 
days prior to issuing any invoice.

GPC Coding for Services
Any services that get invoiced need to be linked to a node 
in the GPC (Global Product Classification) tree.

Software / Hardware Token
A software or hardware token needs to be purchased and 
installed in the signing machine. The token will be used 
to generate a digital signature for all invoices sent to the 
tax authority.  

ETA is recommending that companies procure their 
Digital Signature Certificates from one of two companies:

1. Egypt Trust
2. Misr for Central Clearing, Depository and 

Registry (MCDR)

ERP Integration
All invoices, credit notes and debit notes need to be 
extracted from the ERP system and converted to the tax 
authority format (JSON or XML) and to be submit on a 
daily basis. Each invoice needs to be electronically signed 
using the company’s token.

Integration with ETA Portal
Each issuer needs to have a valid account on the ETA 
portal to be able to generate access tokens. The tokens 
will be used by the API to submit the invoices. All invoices 
need to be submit to the e-invoicing system on a daily 
basis using the APIs.

e-Invoice requires valid and active Digital Signature from 
the issuer, as the system provides full protection to the 
invoices data exchanged between companies, and also 
insures the proof of legal obligations to the system users 
regarding to law No. ( 15 ) of 2004 organizing the digital 
signature

ERP 
Systems APIs E-Invoice 

System
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Load Invoices from Excel or 
Database Tables
A query / extract needs to be created 
on the ERP to extract invoices, credit 
notes and debit notes and download 
them to a file or table on a daily basis. 
The Orion application will be scheduled 
to run after the ERP extract and read 
the contents of this file/table in order to 
start the submission process.

Field Mappings
The application will perform field 
mapping (if needed) in order to map 
item codes, customer codes, GL 
accounts, etc to the proper references 
used by the ETA.

Conversion to ETA JSON 
Format
Convert each invoice to the JSON 
format requested by the ETA. using 
any mappings.

Electronic Signature
Perform the hashing and signing of 
the JSON invoice using CADES-BES 
standard requested by the ETA. Our 
solution supports the FEITIAN PKI 
Token and the ePass2003 driver.

Submission to ETA Portal
Use the ETA web services to submit 
batches of signed invoices and ensure 
that each invoice was accepted by the 
ETA portal..

Invoice Tracking and 
Reporting
Continuous monitoring of the 
submitted invoices and presenting 
the results in a summarized and 
actionable dashboard to allow the 
users to re-submit any invoices 
on-time.
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Runs On-Prem
Orion e-Invoice solution has a very 
small footprint and can be installed on 
any Windows PC (Desktop, Laptop, 
Server) with minimal hardware 
configuration. Requires Dot Net 
Framework, SQL Server Express.

Runs as a Console 
Application
Orion e-Invoice solution is a 
lightweight console application that 
can be run from the command line, or 
scheduled to run on a daily basis 
using Windows Scheduler. 

Easily Customizable
Can be customized to load invoice 
line items from different sources 
(XLS, CSV, DB tables, etc) and 
perform any customer specific 
calculations to the data in the file.

Backups and Archiving
Logs are stored in an SQL server 
database that can be backed up 
and archived easily. Orion e-Invoice 
solution archives processed files to 
an archive folder. 

API Management to ETA 
Portal
Handles all communication with 
portal via the ETA web services. 
Manages all known exceptions such 
as server timeouts, duplicates 
detection, optimizing # of API calls, 
etc. Our solution is regularly updated  
with the latest changes published by 
the ETA.

Reporting and 
Notifications
Orion e-Invoice solution sends an 
email after each run with the 
summary of results that includes 
the status of each submitted 
invoice. Orion e-Invoice solution has 
a Power BI dashboard that shows all 
the submitted invoices statuses.
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Extracted Invoices, Credit 
Notes, Debit Notes on a 
daily basis

ERP or 
Accounting 

System
E-Invoicing Solution

Mapped folder

Egypt 
E-invoicing 

System
Web Portal for Users

API Integration

Functions:
Authenticate

Submit

Web Service
HTTPS

Deployment Option 1 (Single Machine 
On-prem)

FEITIAN ePass2003 PKI Token

SQL Server (separate instance)
To track invoice submission 

statuses

Dashboard for End 
Users

Local Physical Machine

Submit invoices
Track invoices

Database Query
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Extracted Invoices, Credit 
Notes, Debit Notes on a 
daily basis
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Need this solution 
for your company?

https://www.orion360.com/egypt-electronic-invoicing/

e-invoice@orion360.com

https://www.orion360.com/egypt-electronic-invoicing/
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